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To equip media practitioners, through 
practical and experiential learning, with 
knowledge needed to understand 
Decision Focused  Evaluations (DFE) in 
their specific operations, to interpret and 
apply the concepts across different 
levels and contexts. 

Course purpose



At the end of the course, learners should be 
able to:

• To describe DFE and differentiate it from 
other evaluation methods.

• To recognize various DFE methods and 
outline their respective applications and 
limitations.

• To interpret DFE results from an informed 
layperson’s perspective.

• To articulate a coherent argument about the 
role of DFE in decision making

Course objectives



• 4 modules over 3 days, 2 
hrs each

• Group activity: live polls, 
case studies and role 
plays

• Q&A

• Certificate of completion

Course plan



In this module we will explore;
• Definition of Impact Evaluation

• IE versus other types of evaluation

• Decision Focused Evaluation (DFE)

• DFE and Policy making

• DFE and you

Module 1



What is Impact Evaluation?

Impact Evaluation (IE) is a set of 
scientific methods that can be used to determine if 
a program or project achieved its intended results.

→Watch video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HEJlT8t5ezU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HEJlT8t5ezU


What is Impact Evaluation?

Impact evaluation can be;

üRetrospective IE − you conduct the 
IE after the program or project has been 
implemented.

üProspective IE − you conduct the IE during 
the program or project, ideally from 
the beginning.



IE can be categorised according to its intended use i.e.
• Knowledge focused IE (KFE) – The main goal 

is primarily to generate and advance scientific knowledge

• Decision Focused Evaluation (DFE) – The goal of DFE is not just to 
provide knowledge but to ensure that this knowledge can be used to 
inform decision making

What is Impact Evaluation?



IE is one of several kinds of evaluation:

• Evaluations are periodic, objective assessments of a planned, 
ongoing, or completed project or program.

• In contrast to monitoring, they are carried out at discrete points in time 
and often seek an outside perspective from technical experts.

What is Impact Evaluation?



What is Impact Evaluation?

Evaluations generally seek to answer three types of 
questions:
• Descriptive questions about what has taken place in a given 

project or program.

• Normative questions about what has taken place versus what 
should have taken place in a given project or program.

• Cause-and-effect questions that focus on attribution −that is, 
whether or not the program or project can take credit for changes 
in the intended outcome

Cause-and-effect questions are the hallmark of IE



• DFE seeks not just to provide knowledge but to ensure that 
this knowledge can be used to inform decision making.

• DFE are initiated by a specific decision maker (e.g. 
a governmental department) in order to inform a specific 
policy or programmatic decision for a specific target population 
over a specific time period.

Decision Focused Evaluation (DFE)



Decision Focused Evaluation (DFE)

DFE generally have a stronger chance of infl
uencing decision making or implementation b
ecause they are:

• Demand driven

• Tailored

• Embedded



DFE and Policy making

• DFE that are well-designed and well-
implemented can influence development policies 
and improve their effectiveness.

• This is what is known as evidence-based or 
evidence-informed policymaking.



DFE and Policy making

Policymaking is a complicated process:

• Scientific evidence is only one of many 
factors that can influence this process.

• Even when evidence from DFEs exist, there 
is no guarantee that they will influence 
any given policy.



DFE and Policy making

Nevertheless, there is no doubt that DFE 
can serve as a foundation for greater:

• Accountability

• Innovation

• Learning



How best can media 
practitioners advance the DFE 
agenda?

• Be proactive

• Be receptive

• Be rigorous

• Be champions

The Media and DFE



Why are these roles so 
important?

• Accountability
• Influence
• Innovativeness 

and effectiveness
• Societal literacy
• Virtuous cycle

The Media and DFE



So, what’s in it for you as a media practitioner?

Live poll: 
https://app.sli.do/event/aphia6pt/embed/polls/343
f7ed6-ba9f-469b-9658-0cfaf88666f6

The Media and DFE

https://app.sli.do/event/aphia6pt/embed/polls/343f7ed6-ba9f-469b-9658-0cfaf88666f6


So, what’s in it for you as a media practitioner?

• Stand out from the crowd

• Grab headlines

• Become an authority

The Media and DFE



Group work – Evaluation case studies



1. What was the development problem 
that needed to be addressed?

2. What kind of impact evaluation was 
this?  DFE or KFE? Why?

3. What kinds of “impact” did the study 
report?

Case study questions



Main takeaways

• Impact evaluation can help determine whether a given 
project or programme has achieved it’s intended result.

• Impact evaluations can help answer cause and 
effect questions pertaining to a certain project 
or programme.

• DFE are usually initiated by an implementer or decision 
maker in order to inform a specific policy 
or programmatic decision



Main takeaways (cont'd)

• DFE is a useful tool for influencing development policies 
and improving their chances of success

• Media practitioners are key stakeholders in 
creating strong and sustained demand for the use of 
DFE in policy making





End of Module 1



Module 2



In this module we will explore;
• Identify key DFE concepts

• Identify common DFE methods and 
outline their respective applications 
and limitations

• Visualize the complexities of DFE 
methods

Module 2



• Causal inference (cause and effect)

• Counterfactual

• Comparison/control groups

• Selection Bias

Key DFE concepts - I



Key DFE concepts - I

Causal inference
The process of drawing a 
conclusion about a causal connection based on the 
conditions of the occurrence of an effect.

Counterfactual
What would have happened 
what the effect would have been on the beneficiaries 
of a program or intervention - in the absence of the 
program.



Key DFE Concepts - I

• Comparison/ control groups
Is a group that is statistically identical, on average, to the group that
receives the program or intervention

• Selection Bias
Occurs when individuals or groups in a study differ systematically 
from the population of interest leading to a systematic error in an 
association or outcome.



• Randomisation

• Sample size and power calculations

• Sampling

• Randomisation vs random sampling

Key DFE concepts - II



• Randomisation
Involves assigning (randomising) people either to a program/intervention or to 
the comparison group(s) by lottery.

→Watch Video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWyyXerNjkE

• Sample size and power calculations
This is how many participants you need and how you will select these 
participants (sampling). 

• Power calculations
Provide an indication of the smallest sample with which it is possible to
measure the impact of a program or an intervention.

Key DFE concepts - II

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWyyXerNjkE


• Sampling
The preferred method of sampling in DFE is probabilistic sampling. 
This kind of sampling is done completely randomly −that is, each 
participant has an equal probability of being sampled.

• Randomisation versus random sampling
1) Random sampling refers to how study participants are selected from 

a larger population.

2) Randomisation refers to the assignment of study participants either 
to the program/intervention group or to the comparison/control 
group(s).

Key DFE concepts - II



• Randomised Control Trials (RCTs)

• Instrumental Variables

• Regression Discontinuity Design

• Difference-in-difference

• Matching

DFE Methods



DFE Methods

Randomized Control Trials (RCT)
• The process of randomisation ensures that the treatment and control 

group are statistically identical (observable and unobservable 
characteristics), on average. 

• They are considered as the gold-standard when it comes to estimating 
the counterfactual.

• RCTs can be configured in various ways e.g. blinded versus non-blinded, 
individual vs cluster, parallel versus factorial etc. There are also phased-
in and cross-over RCTs. These are beyond the scope of this course. 

• It is not always ideal or even feasible to conduct an RCT.





DFE Methods

Instrumental Variables (IV)
• Involves identifying what is known in statistical terms 

as an “instrument”: 
 It influences the likelihood of a study participant participating in a program 

or intervention (but is outside the control of the study participant);

 Is unrelated to the study participants’ characteristics; and

 It has no direct correlation with the outcome of interest.

• Identifying an instrument is not always practical 



Regression Discontinuity Design (RDD)
• Utilises a cut-off mark as a means of simulating a treatment-comparison 

group scenario and then determining the impact of an intervention.

• Limitations:
 Requires numerical scale outcomes

 Cut off mark must not be easily manipulated

 Lacks generalisability beyond the cut-off mark 

DFE Methods







Difference-in-Difference (DiD)
• The DiD method compares the changes over time in an outcome of 

interest between participants that are enrolled in a program (the 
treatment group) and participants that are not (the comparison group).

• The key point here is that randomisation is not used to assign 
participants either to the treatment or comparison group.

• Validity depends on the equal-trends assumption. Not always feasible 
to have data to verify this.

DFE Methods





Matching
• This involves using statistical techniques to construct an artificial 

comparison group.

• Matching can be quite cumbersome. This is where Propensity 
Score Matching (PSM) is useful. 

• Rather than try to match study participants directly, PSM 
computes the probability (the so-called propensity score) that 
each participant (or unit) will enroll in your program based on the 
observed values of its characteristics. 

DFE Methods





DFE Methods

PSM
• Relies on observable characteristics

• Matching characteristics must not influence or be influenced by your 
intervention or program

• “Lack of common support” must be tested

• Requires large datasets that might not always be available



Main Takeaways

• DFE are best suited for answering cause and effect 
questions in development programs.

• DFE methods all seek to estimate the counterfactual. 



Main Takeaways (cont’d)

• While RCT are the most superior method of doing this, 
other methods like DiD, PSM, IV and RDD can also be 
very useful and practical options.





End of Module 1



Module 3



In this module we will explore;

• Implementing a DFE

• Ethical considerations in DFE

• Discovering DFE studies

• DFE dissemination

Module 3



• DFE are initiated by decision-makers −that is, those that need 
the results of the DFE to inform a given decision.

• Once a decision has been taken about who is going to 
implement a DFE (the lead implementers), the next step 
would be designing the DFE.

• Once DFE design has been decided upon, the implementation 
of the DFE generally follows the same steps for implementing 
research studies or projects.

How are DFEs implemented?



These steps would include:

• Developing a DFE plan or protocol including timeline and budget;

• Submitting the DFE plan or protocol for ethics review and/or for 
research permits, if applicable;

• Developing and pre-testing DFE instruments e.g. survey 
questionnaires;

• Setting up the DFE team: including recruitment and training.



These steps would include (cont’d)

• Piloting and refining your DFE instruments;

• Data collection and quality control;

• Data analysis and validation; and

• Dissemination of DFE results.



Remember that a DFE is only as good 
as how well it is designed and 
implemented and the process is as 
important as the results.



DFEs must be designed to meet the core ethical principles of 
research involving human subjects:

• Respect for persons

• Beneficence

• Justice

Ethical issues in DFE



Fundamental principles guiding DFEs

• Don’t exclude from a proven intervention solely to conduct a 
DFE.

• DFEs should only done when an intervention has not been 
proven to work in a given context.

• If DFE shows that an intervention is cost-effective, try to expand 
it to the control group



Fundamental principles guiding DFEs

• Ensure that the process of deciding to use the RCT is 
inclusive and consultative

• Note that implementing a program or intervention that 
has not been subjected to a DFE might be unethical. 



Ensuring credibility in DFE

Credibility concerns;

• Publication bias

• Data manipulation

• Lack of replicability

• Lack of 
engagement



Mitigating credibility concerns:
• Register DFE protocol is an independent repository

• Register a pre-analysis plans

• Publish DFE data using Open Data resources

• Continuous stakeholder engagement 

Ensuring credibility in DFE



Discovering DFE studies

Organisations or institutions that conduct DFEs commonly 
include:

• Academic institutions 

• Research institutions and networks such as NIERA

• International development agencies

• Local and international non-profits

• Government departments (such as Evaluation Units) and 
agencies (such as national research institutes)

• Consulting firms and freelance consultants.



Technical dissemination outputs tend to target the scientific 
community. They include but are not limited to:

• Peer reviewed publications

• White papers

• Scientific abstracts and presentations

• Technical reports

• Books

DFE dissemination



DFE dissemination

Non-technical dissemination outputs include:

• Policy briefs

• Infographics

• Slide presentations to stakeholders e.g. 
policymakers

• Media interviews and stories

• Social media outputs e.g. short YouTube clips, 
tweets, Facebook posts etc.



Group work – Ethical challenges case studies



1. What ethical challenges can you 
anticipate from the case scenario?

2. If you were the Minister of Agriculture, 
would you approve the impact 
evaluation? Why or why not?

3. Assuming you agree to proceed with an 
evaluation, how would you overcome 
any ethical challenges?

Case study questions



Main takeaways

• A considerable amount of thought, time and effort goes 
into designing and implementing a high quality DFE.

• It is critical for DFEs to be designed and implemented to 
ensure that the highest standards of ethics and credibility 
are attained.



Main takeaways

• DFE implementers tend to publicise their work through a 
variety of ways. Media practitioners should develop an 
active curiosity for seeking DFEs on topics of interest.

• DFE results can be disseminated in technical and non-
technical formats.





End of Module 1



Module 4



In this module we will explore;
• What to look out for in DFE studies

• Interpreting DFE results

• Opportunities for promoting DFE

• Telling a DFE story

Module 4



• Is the DFE aimed at determining the effectiveness of a 
contextually relevant policy or program?

• Is the DFE a gold-standard RCT?

• Has the chosen method been sufficiently justified? Was it 
selected through an all-inclusive process with relevant 
stakeholders?

Quality checklist for DFEs



Quality checklist for DFEs

• Does the lead implementing team inspire confidence?

• Are there plans to subject the DFE protocol to ethical 
review?

• Has the DFE protocol been registered publicly?

• Is there a pre-analysis plan?



Quality checklist for DFEs (cont’d)

• Were adequate steps taken to ensure quality control 
throughout the process?

• Are there peer review plans?

• Will the data be Open Access?

• What are the dissemination plans for non-technical 
audiences? How will it reach them?



Interpreting DFE results

Treatment Effect

Represents the effect of a program or intervention 
on an outcome of interest

Null Hypothesis

DFE implementers begin with the formal 
assumption that their program or intervention has 
NO effect.



P-Value

Is used in statistics to help you decide whether or not 
to reject the null hypothesis.

Significance levels

Is the probability of making the wrong decision when 
your null hypothesis is true. 

Interpreting DFE results



Interpreting DFE results

95% Confidence level

Indicates that if a DFE experiment were repeated, 95 
percent of the time the results of the DFE would match 
the results from the entire population

Sample size

It is usually impossible to conduct a DFE on everyone 
in a population of interest. Sample size is a statistically 
representative subset of the population



Opportunities for promoting DFE

• When a development challenge is making 
headlines locally, regionally or even globally.

• When policymakers announce plans to roll out 
a new development policy or program.



Opportunities for promoting DFE

• To justify the continued existence of a 
successful development policy or program

• When you come across a novel DFE study that 
has the potential to positively impact many 
lives.



Telling a DFE Story

What makes a good 
story?

Live poll: 
https://app.sli.do/event/aphia6pt/e
mbed/polls/e69d42e6-2d69-4e89-
87c4-239fc8be82bb

https://app.sli.do/event/aphia6pt/embed/polls/e69d42e6-2d69-4e89-87c4-239fc8be82bb


What makes a good story?

• Proximity

• Prominence

• Timeliness

• Oddity

• Consequence

• Conflict

• Human interest

• Extremes

• Scandal

• Impact



Guest researcher: role play



• There isn’t a one-size-fits-all approach to determining the 
quality of a DFE.

• Interpreting DFE results boils down to understanding the 
treatment effect, that is, the effect that a program or 
intervention has on the outcome of interest.

Main takeaways



Main takeaways (cont'd)

• Whenever you come across 
any opportunity to promote 
DFE, take it!

• You are now equipped to be a 
DFE champion!



•POST-TRAINING EVALUATION

https://forms.gle/vfmmzvyjpffshf9f8

https://forms.gle/vfmmzvyjpffshf9f8
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